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Figure S1. Schematic of the source section comprising of the dual pulsed valve 

entrainment source, Wiley extraction plates, ion optics, COAT, and acceleration stack. 

 

  



Figure S2. The geometries (distances in angstroms and angles in degrees) and 

harmonic frequencies (cm-1) of the optimized OH−(CH4) anion. The first entry is 

obtained on the PIP-NN anion PES, and the second is determined at the level of 

CCSD(T)-F12a/AVTZ.  

 

 

 

 
 
  



Figure S3. The fitting errors as a function of the ab initio energy (eV) for the anion 

PES with zero at the anion equilibrium.  

 
  



Figure S4. The vibrational and rotational energy populations of the OH and CH4 

species.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



Figure S5. Photoelectron-photofragment coincidence plot for OH−(CD4). The KEmax 

for OH + CD4 channel is labeled with a theoretical isotope shift of -0.0055 eV relative 

to the OH−(CH4) KEmax for OH + CH4. 

 
  



Figure S6. Photoelectron-photofragment coincidence plot for OD−(CD4). The KEmax 

for OD + CD4 channel is labeled with a theoretical isotope shift of -0.0080 eV relative 

to the OH−(CH4) KEmax for OH + CH4. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  



Table S1. Dominant peak centers and their respective FWHMs for stable, dissociative, 

and total (stable + dissociative) photoelectrons. 

Species eKE centers (eV) FWHM (eV) 

OH(CH4) 1.09a 0.16 

 1.03b 0.21 

 1.06c - 

OH(CD4) 1.10a 0.19 

 1.03b 0.21 

 1.06c - 

OD(CD4) 1.10a 0.20 

 1.04b 0.20 

 1.05c - 

aValue for stable photoelectrons  

bValue for dissociative photoelectrons 

cValue for total (stable + dissociative) photoelectrons 

 

 
 
 
 


